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who will win the tournament? the top 16 will advance to the finals and fight for the championship and top money prizes. the final four participants will compete for second, third, fourth, and fifth prize money. players with the best placement records will compete for the best players prize money. when will the tournament start? the
tournament will begin on april 7th, 2010 and will close on april 20th, 2010. play during the entire tournament will commence at 10 pm edt every day. all players who register for the tournament must be active in at least 2 tournaments on the fall 2009 league and at least 1 fall 2009 to spring 2010 league. players who have not played in
a tournament within the last 90 days prior to the tournament will be disqualified. tips know your rounds. some matches may have a 15-minute time limit and other matches may have a 20-minute time limit. the tournament organizer is match rules has many improvements, for example: spot ten is added in the spot and new community
rules (cr1a and cr2a) community now can not use a ten of a different suit (specifically in raise to eights) player now can not show last cards in community hand. player now can not show last cards in player hand. maximum value of payout per game is increased to $120 the maximum number of game per hand is increased to 50 garcia

line is added to the showdown part. new scenarios: barbarossa, texas, crazy pineapple. new scenarios in three-flush and three-trey variants.
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